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BWR may assess the Government related entity's standalone rating based on assessment of the Strategic & 

Economic importance of the entity, the Government's moral obligation to support the entity and the 

Implications of default by such an entity.  The various factors considered are:

Parameters for assessing likelihood of GoI support

Executive Summary

The ratings of entities which are related to the Government (State or Central) either as Public Sector 

Undertakings (PSUs) that are majority owned by the Government of India (GoI)/State Government, or not 

directly held by the government, but are majority owned by PSUs are done based on the assessment by 

Brickwork Ratings (BWR) of the probability and extent of support that the government could provide to them 

in the event of difficulty.  Government ownership and Control, economic and social imperatives to extend 

support  and political sensitivity are evaluated to determine the rating. The standalone rating of the entity is 

first arrived at and then rating is assigned depending upon the extent and likelihood of support expected to be 

received from the Government. The criteria factors all the aspects where the government  extends support to 

the related entity in times of distress, depending on the policy role played by the entity and implications of the 

entity's default on the government. The extent of notch-up to the standalone rating is broadly determined by 

the following parameters:

Government supported entities that are engaged in activities of national and economic importance such as 

regulation, defence equipment, agricultural support & lending and rural infrastructure, and in which 

private sector participation is likely to be limited, are generally notched up higher. 

The confidence of investors is enhanced where there is a Guarantee or Letter of Comfort (LOC) from the 

Government for a Government Related Entity's (GRE) debt.  A Guarantee is considered  better than a Letter 

of Comfort. Central Government Guarantee or a LOC is considered better than that of the State Government 

Guarantee or LOC. 

In respect of entities where there is a State Government guarantee, the rating is influenced by the state 

finances, political stability and general economic situation of the state. 

Assessment is also done as to whether the default of the entity would have only a localized impact or a 

domino effect with  spill over to other entities in the sector. 

Political/social implications of default are also factored in while arriving at the rating.

In cases where there is significant public perception of  support by the government to the entity, there is a 

moral obligation by the government to extend distress support and this is duly factored in the assignment of 

rating.
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b)
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Notching up Criteria

BWR considers the key factors described above while assigning the rating of the Government Related Entity 

(GRE). The notching up can be upto the concerned government's standalone rating.

BWR may consider implicit guarantee of governments in assigning ratings. Such decisions will depend on 

the general economy, finances of state, past borrowings track record, entities with strategic importance etc.

It may however be noted that some entities' standalone rating could be higher than the government's rating.

g)

h)

Disclaimer:

It must be clearly understood that a Rating opinion is based on various factors/aspects which includes application of certain Rating criteria. The 
particular criteria applied depends on a number of factors, inter alia, sector/Industry, historical performance, cyclical trends, prevailing economic 
condition, group support etc.  Rating opinions factor many assumptions and the application of any particular criteria or a set of criteria may be full 
or partial depending upon peculiarity of each case. Application of any Rating criteria should not therefore be considered as rendering finality or 
completeness to a Rating assessment. A reference to criteria needs to be perceived in broad terms, only as an aid to a rating decision.
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